Abstract-The Relativistically Induced Transparency Acceleration (RITA) scheme of proton and ion acceleration using laser-plasma interactions is introduced, modeled and compared to the existing schemes. Protons are accelerated with femtosecond relativistic pulses to produce quasi-monoenergetic bunches with controllable peak energy. The RITA scheme works by a relativistic laser inducing transparency[1] to densities higher than the cold-electron critical density, while the background heavy-ions are stationary. The rising laser pulse creates a traveling acceleration structure, at the relativistic critical density by ponderomotively[2] driving a local electron density inflation, creating a snowplow and a copropagating electrostatic potential. The snowplow advances with a velocity determined by the rate of the rise of laser's intensity envelope and the heavy-ion plasma density gradient scale length. The rising laser is incrementally rendered transparent to higher densities such that the relativisticelectron plasma frequency is resonant with the laser frequency. In the snowplow frame, trace density protons reflect off the electrostatic potential and get snowplowed while the heavier background-ions are relatively unperturbed. Quasimono-energetic bunches of velocity equal to twice the snowplow velocity can be obtained and tuned by controlling the snowplow velocity using laser-plasma parameters. Laser-plasma accelerators can generate proton and ion beams with unprecedented characteristics of high bunch charge, low emittance and ultra-short bunch lengths using a very compact system. However, existing mechanisms for acceleration [4] [5][6] with femto-second lasers have been unable to simultaneously achieve the desired energy gain and spectral control needed for the applications of interest. Here we demonstrate with analysis and PIC simulations [3] that using heavy-ion targets, we can control the laser propagation by means of relativistically induced transparency [1] . By varying the laser rise-time or plasma density gradient it is possible to tune the energy of the mono-energetic beams. The results provide a pathway for achieving the beam properties needed for a wide-array of applications ranging from hadron therapy [7] to high-charge injectors [8], particle physics [9] and high energy density physics [10] .
radiation pressure (RPA) [14] [15] and collisionless electrostatic shock acceleration (CESA) [16] have been experimentally demonstrated with low energy quasi-mono-energetic bunches using picosecond TeraWatt CO 2 lasers or nanometer-scale targets. This motivates the RITA mechanism which exploits the use of relativistically-intense femtosecond lasers interacting with heavy-ion targets for high-efficiency proton and lightion acceleration. This letter is organized into an introduction of the scheme including the development of scaling laws. The analytical model is then compared to PIC OSIRIS [3] simulations. Lastly, we compare the RITA scaling to TNSA.
The RITA scheme is depicted in Fig.1[a] [b]. An intense laser pulse propagates up an appropriately graded heavy-ion plasma. When the head of the laser pulse with electric field oscillating at an angular frequency ω 0 ≤ ω The relativistic-electron plasma density is ne(x) γ ⊥ e (x,t)
. Where, a(x, t) = e A(x,t)
e (x, t), (| a peak | = a 0 ) is the normalized vector potential and A(x, t) is the laser field vector potential in vacuum. Thus relativistic intensity | a| 2 > 1, allows the laser to propagate further into the uphill plasma density gradient. This process of reduction of relativistic-electron plasma frequency (ω γ pe ) compared to cold-electron plasma frequency (ω γ 1 pe ) for the same plasma density with fixed background-ions (M ion ) is known as relativistically induced transparency [1] . It should be noted for clarity that ultra-short laser pulse intensity (with pulse length, τ p m p /m e /ω 0 √ M ion /m e /ω 0 , where m p is the mass of proton) varies in space-time and has a characteristic envelope with a rising part, a flat-top (not always) and a falling part. Since, the laser can propagate further into the plasma density gradient by inducing transparency only if it can render higher plasma densities transparent, an advancing front can occur only while the laser intensity is rising. An observed consequence of this effect is the optical shuttering [17] (experimental connotation of relativistic transparency) of a laser pulse, which when more intense than a threshold intensity, propagates beyond an initially reflecting ultra-thin nanometerscale boundary, more by density reduction due to expansion of plasma [18] than due to the relativistic effects.
In addition to the transverse dynamics of the plasma electrons in the laser field, the changing laser intensity in the envelope results in longitudinal dynamics. The ponderomotive force [2] ,
2 (x, t), eq.(4) of the rising laser pushes away the critical layer electrons, creating a dense local buildup of the electron density just beyond the critical layer [24] , referred to as a snowplow (seen in the black curve corresponding to electron density in Fig.1[c] [d]). The transparency is incrementally induced such that the relativistic critical layer (and snowplow) is at a density, n crit γ (x, t) where the relativisticelectron plasma frequency is equal to the laser frequency ω γ pe (x, t) ω 0 and n e (x) = γ ⊥ e (x, t) n crit cold , eq.(5). Thereby, the laser transfers energy resonantly to the relativistic critical density (n crit γ (x, t)) plasma electrons. The process of laser being able to incrementally render higher densities (initially reflecting) transparent to itself continues until a(x, t) ≤ a max (a max can be higher than free-space peak amplitude of the laser field, a 0 due to various plasma effects). The rate at which the transparency is induced is higher if the laser intensity rises faster. The velocity of the snowplow v sp therefore depends on the rate of rise of the laser pulse intensity and the plasma density gradient scale length. The electron snowplow forms only under the condition that its speed is less than the group velocity of the laser (
, and is able to keep up with the incrementally advancing transparency condition above. For laser pulses with rise-time too short or plasma with density gradient scale-length too long, the electron-snowplow is not created and the laser reaches its transparency limit without incrementally inducing the transparency or interacting resonantly with increasing density. For short pulse lasers, the massive background-ions (M ion ) are relatively unperturbed by the laser ponderomotive force or the electrostatic pull of the inflated electron layer. As a result their inertia establishes the local plasma electron density that controls the rate of laser advance. The spatial charge separation between heavy-ions and electrons in the region depleted of electrons just before the snowplow, sets up a propagating electrostatic potential Φ sp that follows the snowplow. If the potential difference is large enough, then a positively charged third species of protons or light ions of trace density (at least an order of magnitude below cold critical density, n crit cold ), of mass m p can be picked up and accelerated to speeds twice that of the snowplow (reflected off the electrostatic potential in the moving frame of reference of the snowplow) gaining a kinetic energy of Fig.3[a] . By appropriately controlling the laser rise-time and the plasma density gradient, tunable beams of quasi-mono-energetic protons or light ions can be produced. If the third species of ions to be accelerated is cold enough initially such that its thermal kinetic energy is well below the electrostatic potential energy of the snowplow, all of it can be picked up and driven longitudinally (hence the analogy to a snowplow). The transverse electric field of the laser in the plasma (a plasma (x, t)) can be maximally coupled to a propagating space-charge electrostatic potential (Φ sp ) only if maximum charge separation can be created in the snowplow density inflation of electrons against the stationary heavyions. Experimentally, the pre-plasma gradient can be controlled through the properties of laser pre-pulse [19] .
The RITA mechanism differs from previous laser-plasma ion accelerator schemes in several very important aspects. The heavy background-ions are essentially immobile over the RITA timescales, whereas the ion motion is critical to both hole boring [20] and shock acceleration [6] . RITA thereby differs from hole-boring in that no hole is created in the heavy-ion species and from shock acceleration since an ion acoustic shock cannot be launched. Both the hole-boring and shock speed depend upon the plasma-ion mass, so under infinite mass limit these processes are ruled out. Whereas the snowplow velocity v sp in RITA (where ions are stationary) is not dependent upon mass ratio of the background-ions and electrons,
M ion me
. The experimental demonstration of hole-boring [15] and shock [16] acceleration have been performed in the ion-motion regime of picosecond pulse-length lasers using electron-proton plasma and not with heavy-ion metal plasma and femtosecond lasers as considered here. RITA also differs from TNSA which occurs at the vacuum-plasma interface on the rear of the target at later timescales when the front surface fast electrons reach it and the plasma slowly expands into vacuum. In mobile-ion simulations we see all mechanisms present. When v sp > v shock , which occurs when plasma density gradient scale length is sufficiently long, only snowplow is seen. Later, we observe the TNSA field form due to the ponderomotively driven electrons on the front side reaching the plasma-vacuum boundary on the high-density side (seen in Fig.7) . This TNSA field then marginally further accelerates the RITA accelerated protons when they reach the plasma-vacuum boundary. An electron density movie of these processes at different time-scales is in [?] . At much later times after the laser pulse has reached its peak and is effectively stopped from propagating further (n crit max (γ) ) into the plasma, we can see the formation of a freely propagating shock from the background-ion phase-space (seen in Fig.7) .
To understand the scaling laws, we obtain an analytical expression for the snowplow velocity by equating equation (3) to the laser angular frequency, ω
, eq. (6) and varying it with respect to x and t (laser could be chirped [21] so ω 0 also depends on x and t). This varia- tion gives,
, eq. (7) using the resonance between local plasma frequency and the laser frequency. To simplify, we assume the uphill plasma density to be linearly rising with scale length α, as n e (x) = n crit cold x α , eq.(8) (when x = α, the density corresponds to the coldplasma non-relativistic critical surface); and the laser pulse intensity to be linearly rising, with the rise-time scale length δ (rise-time = |a(x, t)|, v sp (t)
a 0 c, eq.(11). In this limit, it is easier to observe that the snowplow velocity scales directly with plasma density scale length (α) and inversely with laser pulse rise-time ( δ c ), favoring shorter pulses. This also implies, v sp ∝ a 0 . The simplifying assumptions for the scaling law study of the dynamics in 1-D neglect many real effects (observed in simulations). The simple linear analytical model of the laser intensity in equation (9), neglects the fact that laser intensity reaching the snowplow ( a plasma a vacuum ) is modified as a result of interference (especially under normal incidence) from the doppler-shifted reflected light [22] [5] and Airy swelling [23] of the laser field due to the changing group velocity of the light in the density gradient (laser field is seen in the red curve in Fig.1[c] [d]). The simple analytical model of the plasma density gradient in equation (8) neglects the ponderomotively driven electron density inflation. The laser encounters relativisticelectron critical density n crit γ (x, t) within the density inflation of electron snowplow n sp e (x, t), before it propagates up to the unperturbed relativistic-electron critical density as assumed by the linear density gradient model. So, the laser propagates only until it encounters the condition n crit γ (x, t) = n sp e (x, t), not where the n crit γ (x, t) = n e (x). As the ponderomotive force at the propagating relativistic critical layer increases the local electron snowplow density becomes significantly higher than the initial electron density (n sp e (x, t) > n e (x)). Thereby the locally inflated electron density reduces the relativistic transparency of the laser and hence the snowplow speed. It is important to note that the time-scale of motion of snowplow is much shorter than any significant motion of the background heavy-ions and the ion density is unperturbed, so the electron density inflation creates a large local charge imbalance. This effect is similar to the striction non-linearity when ions are dragged along with the electrons due to radiation pressure observed with flat-top pulses and homogeneous plasma density [24] . Additionally the 1-D process in the equation above does not account for the increase in the a(x, t) due to relativistic self-focussing of the laser pulse in a reducing skin-depth (c/ω pe ) plasma, which focusses the incident laser power into smaller spot-sizes within plasma filaments of size γ ⊥ e c ωp [25] .
We model the snowplow formation, propagation and its subsequent acceleration of the trace density ion species using the multi-dimensional PIC OSIRIS code [3] , shown in 1-D simulation snapshots in Fig.1[c] [d]. These simulations were done with fixed plasma background ions to model the heavyions which do not move over RITA time-scales. In Fig.1 [c] the electron snowplow (the local inflation in the black curve) is at a point where the laser (laser field is shown in red) initially stops around 2.5n crit cold (around 15µm, n crit cold is at x = 6.4µm). In Fig.1 [d] at a later time and higher a(x, t) the rising laser has induced transparency to its earlier reflecting density and along with the snowplow has advanced to a higher density n crit γ (x, t). The simulation is setup with laser-plasma analytical models ( We use open boundary conditions for fields and particles and third-order particle shapes with current smoothing and compensation.
We run a set of 1-D simulations to examine the dependence of the snowplow velocity v sp on laser rise-time scale length δ, plasma density gradient scale-length α and the peak free-space laser vector potential a 0 . The simulations are started and the laser-plasma electron evolution is let to evolve in time, while the plasma background-ions are stationary. The snowplow position is recorded at various times and average velocity is determined by
. These results are summarized in Fig.2 . The 1-D simulations reasonably follow the analytical model scaling laws (of eq.11, overlaid on the simulation data curves and labelled as 'an' in Fig.2) , showing that the snowplow moves faster for shorter rise-time pulses and longer scale length plasma density gradient. We have also shown 2-D simulations for the exact parameters of 1-D simulations except for a realistic laser focal spot-size, r 0 = 30 c ω 0 = 3.8µm (2-D effects are discussed in more details below). We have also run these simulations with mobile background ions of mass, M ion = 10m p and found that the snowplow speeds are the same.
Proton and light-ion acceleration occurs when the electrostatic potential reflects them in the snowplow frame, while leaving the heavier background-ions unperturbed (this is shown as a schematic in Fig.3[a] ). The proton reflection starts only when, in the snowplow frame of reference, the protons (or light-ions) with mass-to-charge ratio m * 2 . Thereby the energy gained by the protons does not depend upon the magnitude of the electrostatic potential. However, there is a threshold snowplow potential at which protons start getting reflected. In the snowplow frame, the threshold laser intensity required to create a large enough snowplow space-charge potential can be estimated by equating the laser ponderomotive potential on the snowplow electrons creating the electrostatic potential Φ sp , to the proton (or light ion) kinetic energy . Again, determining the local a plasma (x, t) based on the incident a vacuum (x, t) and the scaling of | p | with | a(x, t)| is complicated.
The impulse F sp ∆t of the moving electrostatic potential act-ing upon the light-ions or protons reflects them and changes their momentum, ∆p. Since the magnitude of the force, F sp = −e∇Φ sp is limited due to a finite slope of the potential, Φ sp at the snowplow, there is a finite time ∆t over which the accelerated ions or protons gain the final momentum. Hence, the reflection process is analogous to balls rolling up a hill while losing energy. If their initial kinetic energy is less than the potential of the hill, they roll back down the slope, gaining energy. If their kinetic energy is higher than the potential of the hill they do not reflect off the potential. We observe in our simulations that there is a finite time over which the reflected protons gain their final energy.
There is another important effect associated with the proton and light-ion reflection off the snowplow electrostatic potential. As mentioned above, the laser electric field incident upon the relativistic critical layer is modulated by the Doppler shifted light reflected off the moving snowplow (under normal incidence) forming a beat pattern in the laser pulse envelope as seen in the 1-D simulation snapshot in Fig.1[d] . Due to this beat pattern of the laser envelope the snowplow velocity is modulated, since v sp ∝ a(x, t) (from eq. 11). The modulation of the snowplow velocity (v sp (t)) leads to the modulation of the reflected (2 × v sp (t)) proton spectra (not shown).
We next demonstrate the proton reflection in the 1-D simulations. From simulations we confirm that the proton reflection occurs in the front of the electron snowplow. In Fig.3[b] , proton longitudinal phase space is shown at 264.5 f s, when the proton beam is first formed (with laser-plasma parameters of α = 50 Fig.3[c] . To demonstrate the proton energy scaling with δ and α, we double δ and α. In Fig.3 ratio resulting in the same snowplow speed and leaving the proton bunch energy similar under two very different plasma and laser pulse conditions. In these simulations, protons are introduced at a trace density of 0.01n crit cold to model the particle species to be accelerated (the third species) while background-ions are fixed.
We model the signature of RITA scheme with various realizable laser focal spot-sizes using 2-1 2 D OSIRIS simulations. We find that with plane waves (equivalent of a 1-D description) and very large focal-spots, the 1-D description of the scheme is complicated in 2-D because of the transverse filamentation of the snowplow [25] . Each plasma filament traps a different laser intensity depending on its transverse location with respect to the laser focal spot intensity variation, as show in Fig.4 . With smaller focal spots of a few laser wavelengths only 2-3 proton filaments form. The relativistic self-focusing of the laser power into filaments with decreasing transverse skin-depth (plasma density is increasing hence the skin-depth
is decreasing), locally increases a(x, t) and the snowplow potential Φ sp as compared to the 1-D case. Within each filament, the scaling of v sp with α δ and of a th follows the analytical theory. But, the snowplow speed and relativistic penetration into higher density [24] [29] are both less than in simplified model due to the electron snowplow density inflation and other effects in plasma described above. The 1-D simulations corresponding to the 2-D simulations have similar speed but lower penetration. Again, note that the heavy-ion motion (for high intensity case of a 0 = 72) is negligible as seen in Fig.5 . We show the properties of a quasi-mono-energetic relativistic (E p > 938.3MeV) proton bunch accelerated by the RITA scheme in Fig.6 using 2 -D simulations. It shows the interaction of a circularly polarized laser pulse with peak vector potential of a 0 = 72 (peak intensity is I 0 = 1.1×10 22 W cm 2 and peak pulse power is 2.54PW) of a super-Gaussian transverse spatial intensity profile of FWHM focal spot radius, r 0 = 3.8µm with rising plasma density gradient of scale-length α = 8.8
It can be seen from Fig.6[a] [b] that the RITA proton bunch is concentrated around 1.07GeV. It can be seen from Fig.6[c] , which plots the kinetic energy density in the real-space, that the length of the ultra-short bunch is 2.5µm and is of the order of the rise-time of the laser pulse. Since the shape of the laser pulse envelope changes in the plasma due to selffocussing and interfering with the light reflected from the snowplow, the flat-top part of the laser is required to sustain the snowplow electrostatic potential for long enough to allow protons to reflect off the potential hill. It can also be seen from the Fig.6 [c] that the proton bunch is not filamented. The laser temporal profile is a linear rise and fall of 4 f s, with a 17 f s flat-top part. From 2-D simulations we observe that for laser pulses with sufficiently long rise-times such that the total pulse length τ p ≥ 60 f s, the flat-top part is not required. The energyspectrum of the accelerated protons is shown with the density on a logarithmic scale in Fig.6[d] , which shows an FWHM energy spread of 17.5% at the peak energy E p of 1.07 GeV. In , the conversion efficiency of proton energy within the energy spectrum FWHM ( 30% of the total energy in protons) to laser pulse energy is 1%, corresponding to 10 10 protons for a round beam. In 2-D simulations with heavier doping with trace proton density of 0.1 × n crit cold shown in Fig.8[a] , the conversion efficiency reaches as high as 10%. Due to heavier beam-loading of the snowplow electrostatic potential in this case E p is relatively reduced to 0.95 GeV but FWHM energy spread is 10.7%. For clarity it should be noted that when the trace species density is set to ≥ n crit cold , we lose the quasi-mono-energetic signature of the RITA mechanism. We have modeled laser temporal profiles that are Gaussian (not shown) rather than linear and the proton energy spectrum is similar. To study the effect of the TNSA field excited at the vacuumplasma interface on the RITA accelerated protons we setup simulations with a steep boundary beyond which the plasma density goes to zero, as seen in plasma density plots in Fig.4 , Fig.5 and Fig.7[a] . The simulation snapshots in Fig.7 show the TNSA field phase-spaces and density plots for the simulation parameters corresponding to Fig.4 and Fig.5 . The snowplow eventually stops when the snowplow electron density reaches the relativistic critical density. In the simulations the snowplow stops around 22µm. When the snowplow stops there is a dense build up of ponderomotively driven electrons that constitute the snowplow which thermalize and exchange their energy with heavy background ions. Thereby heavy-ions pick up a small momentum (with a maximum kinetic energy of 25MeV) as seen in Fig.7[d] . When the laser stops there is also a significant population of ponderomotively driven electrons with high enough longitudinal momentum such that they propagate away from the snowplow towards the vacuum-plasma boundary. The electrons reaching the vacuum-plasma interface create the slowly expanding sheath normal to the interface which then accelerates the heavy background-ions to kinetic energies up to 25MeV. It is seen that the snowplow electrons that are at oblique angles to the laser propagation gain higher momentum compared to the snowplow electrons on axis. This process is similar to ponderomotive swelling at oblique incidence [2] . Because of the snowplow electrons obliquely propagating away l
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Plasma density Gradient from the snowplow, the transverse extent of the TNSA field is much bigger than the laser focal spot. In the simulations, even though the laser focal spot FWHM is only 7.6µm, the sheath field is created over the whole 25.5µm transverse space which we simulate, as seen in Fig.7[a] . The RITA accelerated protons get further accelerated by the TNSA field when they reach the vacuum-plasma interface. From Fig.7 [b] it is seen that the RITA proton bunch is accelerated to a higher energy by the TNSA field compared to its energy in Fig.6 [a] ahead of the vacuum-plasma interface. Also, it is seen in Fig.7 [c] that the RITA proton bunch which has a smaller transverse size collides and accelerates beyond the TNSA proton bunch. The energy spectrum of the protons at this later time in Fig.8 shows the energy gained by the RITA accelerated proton bunch due to the TNSA fields.
To evaluate the validity of the RITA model in 2-D we summarize the laser-plasma parameter scaling law results in Fig.9 . Here we compare the results (quasi-monoenergetic proton beams of different energies) of a number of 2-D simulations for varying laser-plasma parameters with fixed laser focal spot-size. It shows the predicted RITA scaling law that the proton beam energy, for a fixed intensity, increases directly with plasma density gradient scale-length (α) and inversely with laser pulse rise-time (δ). In Fig.9 the RITA bunch energy, E p , is plotted versus peak laser power, P 0 , and is compared to TNSA (maximum cut-off energy of the exponential spectrum) [4] [12] [30] . 2-D simulations for various intensities show that the proton beam energy scales linearly with laser power, E p ∝ P 0 . We see that the RITA scaling is well above the TNSA maximum energy scaling, E p ∝ √ P 0 . The longer the TNSA field accelerates the ions, the higher the ion Fig.4 . At the vacuum-plasma interface at 31.8µm, we can see from the electron density that the electrons expand out away into the vacuum. It should be noted that even though the laser focal-spot FWHM is 7.6µm, the TNSA field transverse size is much larger due to the ponderomotively driven electrons reaching the plasma-vacuum boundary at oblique angles. Also, one can see the shock-like structure in electron density where the snowplow stops around 21µm. b, RITA accelerated protons getting a second acceleration from the TNSA fields and gaining higher energy. When compared to the proton longitudinal phase-space in Fig.6 [a] we can observe that the RITA protons have higher energy. [12] . Experimentally obtained maximum TNSA [30] and RPA [14] proton energy are shown. energies obtained [4] , where the acceleration time t acc is directly proportional to laser pulse length E p ∝ t acc ∝ τ p . Also, the TNSA field amplitude depends upon the hot electron temperature, T e which is directly proportional to the laser pulse length, τ p . Hence the difference is greatest for short pulse lengths, since TNSA gives lower energy for shorter pulses while RITA is the opposite. Similarly in the RPA schemes [5] the ion energy scales directly with laser pulse-length E p ∝ τ p . In CESA scheme the shock Mach number scales directly with the shock electron temperature [6] . The shock electron temperature is shown to scale directly with the laser pulse length, thereby E p ∝ τ p . Hence RITA exhibits a unique inverse scaling of the accelerated ion energy with the laser pulse length (when a plasma > a th ), E p ∝ 
